WE-G-BRB-07: Application of RADPOS in Vivo Dosimetry for QA of High Dose Rate Brachytherapy.
The RADPOS in vivo dosimetry system combines an electromagnetic positioning sensor with MOSFET dosimetry, allowing for simultaneous online measurements of dose and spatial position. In this work, we assess the potential use of RADPOS for measurements of motion and dose during prostate HDR brachytherapy. The RADPOS was positioned in the centre of a thin plastic tube supported by two parallel acrylic plates submerged in water. The detector was calibrated by sending an Ir-192 source into an adjacent tube, to positions ranging from 8.0 to -8.0 cm along the vertical axis in increments of 0.5 cm. The dwell time at each position was 20 s and the change in threshold voltage of the RADPOS dosimeter was recorded for each position. The expected dose for each source position was calculated and compared to RADPOS measurements to obtain a detector calibration coefficient (cGy/mV). The procedure was then repeated sending the Ir-192 source into 5 other tubes, located 1 to 10 cm away from the RADPOS. Source positions, dwell times, and position of the RADPOS detector were the same as for the calibration. The dose for each source position was determined by RADPOS measurements and calibration coefficient and compared to the expected dose. An average calibration coefficient of 0.74±0.11 cGy/mV was calculated for RADPOS measurements of Ir-192 irradiations. The absolute difference between RADPOS values and expected dose for subsequent measurements averaged over all source positions was 0.7±5.4 cGy. In vivo dosimetry can potentially signal errors in catheter placement or numbering before entire dose is delivered. The demonstrated accuracy of RADPOS dose measurements and its ability to simultaneously measure displacement makes it a powerful tool for HDR brachytherapy treatments for prostate cancer, where high dose gradients and movement of the prostate gland can present unique in vivo dosimetry challenges. Financial and technical support has been received from Best Medical Canada and Ascension Technology Corporation.